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In the current case study, a significant contribution for the bio-medical and
therapeutic practice is made, in particular in the field of the malignant
diseases and disorders. I have some notes, connected mainly with the
grammatical features, which could make the paper clearer for everybody,
who would read it. So, the start of the sentence on lane 26 – “In the most
patients...”, as well as on lane 60 – “healthy baby in the middle of 2007”. Also,
the other my suggestion is in the characteristics of both patients, “she” and
“he” be changed/alternated from time to time with “the patient”; “this
female patient”/”this male patient”, respectively; the woman/the man,
respectively; this woman/this man, respectively; after which the next
sentence might already begin again with “she”/”he”, respectively, etc.
The authors of the current paper develop novel combined therapeutic
programs of two significant patients with forms of diagnosed MM, by
combination of radiotherapy and cocktail of several chemotherapeutic
preparations, with new therapeutic and reparation strategies as
transplantation of autologous stem cells, which allows maximally safe
therapeutic procedures with minimal existence of unwished side effects. In
the cases with polygene and multi-factor diseases and disorders, where the
malignancies beyond, the determination and development of individual
therapeutic strategy for each case is very important because of the different
primary causes, leading to the general common picture
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